Abstract-The effect of labels on non-linguistic representations is the focus of substantial theoretical debate in the developmental literature. A recent empirical study demonstrated that tenmonth-old infants respond differently to objects for which they know a label relative to unlabeled objects. One account of these results is that infants' label representations are incorporated into their object representations, such that when the object is seen without its label, a novelty response is elicited. These data are compatible with two recent theories of integrated labelobject representations, one of which assumes labels are features of object representations, and one which assumes labels are represented separately, but become closely associated across learning. Here, we implement both of these accounts in an autoencoder neurocomputational model. Simulation data support an account in which labels are features of objects, with the same representational status as the objects' visual and haptic characteristics. Then, we use our model to make predictions about the effect of labels on infants' broader category representations. Overall, we show that the generally accepted link between internal representations and looking times may be more complex than previously thought.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE nature of the relationship between labels and nonlinguistic representations has been the focus of recent theoretical debate in the developmental literature. On the labelsas-symbols account [1] , [2] , labels are symbolic, conceptual markers acting as privileged, top-down indicators of category membership, and label representations are qualitatively different to object representations. In contrast, the labels-as-features view assumes that labels have no special status; rather, they contribute to object representations in the same way as other features such as shape and color. More recently, Westermann and Mareschal [3] suggested a compound-representations account in which labels are encoded in the same representational space as objects and drive learning over time, but do not function at the same level as other perceptual features. Rather, they become closely integrated with object representations over learning and result in mental representations for objects that reflect both perceptual similarity and whether two objects share the same label or have different labels. This approach therefore takes a middle ground between the labels-as-symbols and the labels-as-features views in that labels do not act at the same level as other object features (acknowledging that language is special as in labels-as-symbols), but that an integrated object representation is formed through the association between perceptual object features and labels (as in labels-asfeatures). However, despite substantial empirical work (e.g. [3] - [10] ) and a handful of computational investigations (e.g. [3] , [11] , [12] ), there is no current consensus as to the status of labels in object representations, and the debate goes on.
A variety of studies have demonstrated that language does affect object encoding and representations early in development. When and how in development this relationship emerges is less clear. For example, labels can guide online category formation in infants and young children [13] - [15] , and previously learned category representations affect infants' online visual exploration in the lab [16] , [17] , but until recently the link between learned labels and category representations had not been directly tested. Gliga et al. [5] recently explored electroencephalogram (EEG) neural responses to stimuli in 12-month-old infants presented with a previously labeled object, a previously unlabeled object, and a new object. They found significantly stronger gamma-band activity only in response to the previously labeled object, and this, in line with previous EEG work, was interpreted as a marker of stronger encoding of this object. Twomey and Westermann [8] extended this work by training 10-month-old infants with a label-object mapping over the course of one week. Specifically, parents trained infants with two objects during three-minute play sessions, once a day for seven days, using a label for one of the objects, but not for the other. After the training phase, infants participated in a looking time task in which they were shown images of each object in silence. Testing the hypothesis that (previously learned) labels would affect infants' object representations, the authors predicted that infants should exhibit different looking times to the labeled and unlabeled objects. Their predictions were upheld: results showed a main effect of labeling, such that infants looked longer at the previously labeled than the unlabeled object (see Fig. 1 for the original data).
These data shed light on the debate on the status of labels. Specifically, they support both the labels-as-features and the compound-representations theories. On the labels-as-features account, if a label is an integral part of an object's representa- [8] . Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. tion, when the label is absent there will be a mismatch between that representation and what the infant sees in-the-moment (equally, a similar response would be expected when another of the object's features, for example color, differed from the learned representation). Since infants are known to engage preferentially with novel stimuli [18] , [19] , this mismatch will elicit a novelty response, indexed by increased looking times to the previously labeled object. On the compoundrepresentations view, seeing the previously labeled object would activate the label representation [20] . This active label representation would, in turn, lead to a priming-like increase in looking time towards the previously labeled object [21] - [23] .
Importantly, while the behavioral data presented in Twomey and Westermann [8] support either of these views, they cannot differentiate between the two. Computational models, on the other hand, allow researchers to explicitly test the mechanisms specified by these theories against empirical data. Specifically, simple computational models, by stripping back mechanisms to a minimum, allow us to precisely understand these mechanisms and discover which ones are relevant and which ones are not (for similar arguments, see [24] , [25] ). Thus, here we implemented both accounts in simple computational models to explore which of the labels-as-features and compoundrepresentations accounts best explains Twomey and Westermann's [8] looking time data.
II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Model Architecture
We used a dual-memory three-layer auto-encoder model inspired by Westermann and Mareschal [3] to implement both the labels-as-features and the compound-representations theories. Such neurocomputational models have successfully captured looking time data from infant categorization tasks [3] , [26] - [30] . Auto-encoders reproduce input patterns on their output layer by comparing input and output activation after presentation of training stimuli, then using this error to adjust the weights between units using back-propagation [31] .
Our model consisted of two auto-encoders coupled by, and interacting through, their hidden units. These two subsystems represented, on an abstract level, a short-term (STM) and a long-term (LTM) memory component. This model has previously been used to simulate the impact of infants' background category knowledge acquired in everyday life (represented in long-term memory) on lab-based looking time experiments involving in-the-moment knowledge acquired in familiarizationnovelty-preference studies (represented in short-term memory) [3] . It was therefore well suited to simulate the effects of infants' learning about objects and labels at home on their subsequent looking behavior in the lab as in [8] .
The two auto-encoders had different learning rates: the LTM component used a learning rate of 0.001 so that it encoded information relatively slowly; the STM used a learning rate of 0.1 and encoded information relatively quickly. For the interaction between the two networks' hidden units, both hidden layers were updated in parallel, receiving activation from their input layer and the other network's hidden layer until both hidden layers had converged to a stable representational state, with the lateral interaction resulting in no further update in their activation. The weights from the STM to LTM were treated as part of the LTM network and updated with a learning rate of 0.001; similarly, the weights from the LTM to the STM were treated as part of the STM network and updated with a learning rate of 0.1. Thus, the influence of the other memory on each network was updated at the same rate as the rest of the network. Both networks received identical input. The details for all the model parameters and the full code are available on-line 1 . 1) Labels-As-Features Model (LaF): Fig. 2a depicts the LaF model. To represent the label as a feature that was equivalent to all other features, we included it both at the input and the output level for both components. Thus, the label had exactly the same status as all other features in the model's representation.
2) Compound-Representations Model (CR): Fig. 2b depicts the CR model. Here, labels are represented only on the output side of the LTM network. Thus, in effect, the model learns to associate the perceptual object description with the label. This approach reflects the empirical finding that presenting an object to infants activates their (learned, long-term) representation of the label for that object [20] .
3) Stimuli: Our stimuli were encoded as sets of abstract binary features that were designed to reflect the visual, haptic and label characteristics of the 3D object stimuli used in Twomey and Westermann [8] . Thus, our encoding can be interpreted as a list of dummy variables that could generalize to alternative stimuli, coding for the presence/absence of one particular dimension of the stimuli (e.g. "is made of wood", "is red", would be plausible dimensions for the stimuli considered here). a) Visual Input: Twomey and Westermann's [8] empirical study stimuli were two small wooden toys: a castanet, and two wooden balls joined with a string. One toy was painted red and the other blue, with color counterbalanced across children. Thus, the stimuli were visually dissimilar, but both consisted of two wooden components connected with string/elastic. To reflect the partial overlap in visual appearance of these objects, we encoded the visual component of our stimuli as patterns of activation over 10 units; each object had the same number of active units (6), with two out of the ten units active for both objects to represent commonalities between stimuli (see Fig.3 ). b) Haptic Input: As well as visual experience, infants in [8] received haptic input when handling or mouthing the stimuli. We reasoned that the degree of overlap in this input would vary between infants. Because both objects were wooden and presented simultaneously, infants would have experienced some overlap in haptic experience with the objects. On the other hand, because the objects had different affordances, this overlap would never have been total. Thus, we encoded haptic input over eight units, with overlap varying randomly between two and six units between simulations. Haptic stimuli were presented to the model simultaneously with the visual stimuli and encoded in an identical fashion. c) Label Input: Label input consisted of five binary units, activated (set to 1) for the labeled object only. For the unlabeled object, the units were simply set to 0.
B. Procedure
In line with the experimental study in [8] , our procedure consisted of two phases. First, to simulate the 3D object play sessions at home, we trained the models with both objects, one with a label and one without a label (background training). Then, we simulated the second, lab-based part of the study by familiarizing the models with both objects without the labels to simulate the silent familiarization phase of the empirical study. Specifically, we ran each architecture in a familiarization phase in which the label units were inactive for both stimuli: the label inputs for the LaF architecture were set to zero, and the label outputs were ignored for both architectures (therefore not contributing to network error nor impacting on further weight updates).
To collect an amount of data consistent with infant studies, we ran a total of 40 model subjects for each architecture.
1) Play Sessions: To reflect the likely differences in playing time across children, the total number of iterations for which the model received each stimulus during background training was selected randomly from a normal distribution of mean 2000 and standard deviation 200. Stimuli were presented individually in alternating fashion. Although this does not precisely reflect the rich, combined play with both objects for different times experienced by infants, alternating the stimuli allows the model to learn more efficiently from a purely computational point of view, and should not influence results, as different training orders for the same stimuli asymptotically converge to the same solution.
2) Familiarization Training: Before familiarization training, we added noise to the STM's hidden-to-output weights (by adding a value in the range ±[0.1, 0.3] to the existing weight values) to simulate the likely memory decay from infants' final play session, which had taken place the previous day. Then, the label input units were set to zero, and the output units ignored, not taking them into account when computing network error and back-propagation. Haptic input and output units were also set to zero, to reflect the absence of haptic experiences in the lab experiment.
Familiarization then proceeded as follows: in line with Twomey and Westermann [8] , stimuli were presented in alternation for eight trials each. The familiarization phase therefore consisted of 16 trials in total. The initial stimulus was counterbalanced across simulations. In line with previous similar models, we used the network's error on the output of the STM component as an index of infants' looking times [3] , [26] , [28] - [30] .
C. Results
Results from the familiarization phase for both simulations are depicted in Fig. 4 . We submitted STM error (looking time) to an omnibus linear mixed-effects model using the R (3.4.4) package lme4 (1.1-17) [32] (full code available on GitHub). The model with maximal random-effects structure that converged [33] included fixed effects for trial (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , theory (Compound-Representations, Labels-as-Features), and the trial-by-condition (label, no label), theory-by-condition, trial-by-theory, and trial-by-theory-by-condition interactions;
and by-subject random intercepts and slopes for trial and condition. All fixed effects in this final analysis significantly improved model fit according to a likelihood ratio test; a main effect of condition was dropped because it did not contribute to model fit. Full details of the fitted fixed effect parameters are provided in Table I. To understand the interactions, we submitted looking time for each model to separate mixed effects analyses, constructed in an identical fashion to the omnibus analysis. Full details of the theory-specific analyses' parameters are also given in Table I. Overall, the CR model's looking time decreased rapidly across trials. There was a small but significant improvement in model fit; an interaction between trial and condition, with a slightly slower decrease in looking time in the label condition, but no main effect of condition. Thus, the CR model did not capture the pattern of results in the empirical study, in which infants looked longer at the previously labeled object. The LaF model's looking times also decreased across trials, and this model showed a strong effect of label, with longer looking times towards the previously labeled object. The trial-bycondition interaction also improved the model, with looking time towards the previously labeled object decreasing faster to fall to a comparable level to the looking time to the previously unlabeled stimulus. Although this interaction was not found in the empirical data analysis, it is not uncommon for models to deviate from the precise patterns of empirical data while capturing the overall pattern of interest. This is particularly the case with the additional noisiness found in infant data; the empirical data analysis might have failed to detect this interaction effect between trial and condition, due to the noisiness and smaller sample size of infant studies naturally decreasing statistical power. In the end, the LaF model captures Twomey and Westermann's [8] main empirical results of interest: when all else is held equal, teaching the LaF model a label for one object but not another leads to longer looking times towards the previously labeled object in a subsequent, silent familiarization phase.
D. Discussion
In Experiment 1, we tested two possibilities for the relationship between labels and object representations using a neurocomputational model to capture recent empirical data [8] . The target data showed that previously learned labels affect 10-month-old infants' looking times in a silent familiarization phase, suggesting that knowing a label for an object directly affects its representation, even when that object is presented in silence. As noted by Twomey and Westermann [8] , both the compound-representations (CR) and labels-asfeatures (LaF) accounts predict some effect of labels on object representations, and both theories could explain their empirical data. To disentangle these two accounts, we implemented both theories in simple dual-memory auto-encoder models inspired by [3] . In our CR model, we instantiated labels on the output layer only. This model learned to associate labels with inputs over time such that the presence of visual/haptic input for an object would consistently activate the label, but nonetheless, label information was separate from visual and haptic object information [3] . In our LaF model, labels were represented on the input as well as on the output layers in exactly the same way as the visual and haptic components of object representations [6] , [11] . Only the LaF model captured the longer looking to the previously labeled stimulus exhibited by the infants in Twomey and Westermann's [8] empirical study. These results offer converging evidence that labels may have a low-level, featural status in infants' early representations. In line with recent computational work [3] , [11] we chose to explore such low-level accounts using a simple associative model that could account for the nuances of recent empirical data [8] . Our LaF model offers a parsimonious account of Twomey and Westermann's [8] results, in which looking time differences emerge from a low-level novelty effect [6] , [34] , [35] , without the need to specify qualitatively different, topdown representations [2] , [36] , [37] . Specifically, as argued in [8] , and as implemented in the LaF model, over background training the label is learned as part of the object representation. Thus, when the object appears without the label there is a mismatch between representation and reality. This mismatch leads to an increase in network error for the previously labeled stimulus only, which has been interpreted in the literature as a model of longer looking times [3] , [26] , [28] - [30] . Further, these results delineate between the two possible explanations for infants' behavior in the empirical task; specifically, our results support accounts of early word learning in which labels are initially encoded as low-level, perceptual features and integrated into object representations.
III. EXPERIMENT 2
Overall, then, our LaF model offers a mechanism by which labels affect infants' representations of single objects. However, rather than one-to-one label-object mappings, infants typically learn labels for categories of objects; for example, a child might learn that their brown furry cuddly toy, the spotted animal in their picture book, and the hairy, barking animal at Grandma's are all referred to by the label 'dog'. A question that Twomey and Westermann's [8] empirical study and the current computational replication leave open, then, is whether the effect seen here would persist when considering richer categories rather than single objects. Thus, in Experiment 2 we extended our LaF model to category learning to make testable predictions for future empirical work. To this end, we trained our model with two object categories, one labeled and one Example of two categories generated for Experiment 2 (first two dimensions of a PCA). Hollow shapes represent the prototypes, used during the familiarization (lab) phase, around which categories where constructed, and filled shapes represent exemplars used during background training. We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the representational space in order to plot the 10-dimensional exemplars in a 2-dimensional space. The proportion of variance in the original representation explained by each of the plotted dimensions is specified on the axis labels.
unlabeled, before testing the model on a new exemplar from each category in the same way as in Experiment 1.
As our implementation of the CR model did not replicate the empirical results in Experiment 1, we do not report it in Experiment 2 and instead focuse on the LaF model.
A. Stimuli
In these simulations, stimuli consisted of two distinct categories with five exemplars each. Four of the five exemplars for each category were used for background training, keeping the remaining one as a novel within-category item for the simulated looking time phase.
To allow for convenient future empirical testing of our predictions (e.g. using pictures in a storybook read at home as in [16] , [38] ), we removed the haptic units from the model. We constructed our categories around two exemplars with one overlapping unit (out of the 10 visual units), and then randomly adding noise to this exemplar, adding to the prototype values taken from a uniform distribution between -0.5 and 0.5. Thus, we ensured that both categories formed distinct clusters in representational space, while making all exemplars within a category distinct from each other (Fig. 5 ). 
B. Procedure
Similar to Experiment 1 we first trained the model with exemplars of each category, presented individually in alternating fashion, with timings drawn from a normal distribution of mean 2000 and standard deviation 200. Which category was labeled and which was unlabeled was counterbalanced across simulations.
We then presented the models with a familiarization phase in line with Experiment 1, in which the remaining exemplar for each category was presented without a label. As in Experiment 1, this phase consisted of 16 interleaved trials of up to 40 iterations (eight trials per category).
Again, to collect an amount of data consistent with infant studies, we ran a total of 40 model subjects.
C. Results
1) Looking Times:
Using the same procedure as in Experiment 1, we fitted an omnibus linear mixed-effects model to the STM network error (looking time) during familiarization. Results are shown in Fig. 6 . The final model included main effects of trial (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , condition (label, no label), and a trialby-condition interaction; the model also included by-subject random intercepts, and random slopes for trial and condition. All fixed effects in this final analysis significantly improved model fit according to a likelihood ratio test. Full detail of the fitted fixed effect parameters are given in Table II. The model's looking time decreased across trials (main effect of trial), and, as in Experiment 1, the model showed longer looking times towards the previously labeled category (main effect of condition), and a faster decrease in looking time towards this category (trial-by-condition interaction). Thus, the LaF model predicted that when trained with labeled and unlabeled categories rather than individual objects, infants should again show a novelty response when viewing silentlypresented exemplars of the previously labeled category.
2) Internal Representations in the Model: A common way to look at a neural network's "understanding" of the inputs it has received is to examine the activation patterns in the hidden layer following encoding [3] , [28] , [29] , [39] . We recorded these hidden representations for the training stimuli during background training every 100 iterations to investigate the development of memory representations. In our model, the LTM corresponds to representations in memory, whilst the STM corresponds to in-the-moment behaviors and perception; hence, we here examined the hidden units of the LTM network only. The mean within-category distances are displayed in Fig. 7 .
We then submitted the mean distance between exemplars of each category to a mixed-effects model. We used the same model building principle as for the looking time results previously discussed.
The final model included main effects of step (iteration number when recording, divided by the recording interval of 100), a condition (label, no label), and a step-by-condition interaction; the model also included by-subject random intercepts and slopes for step and condition. All fixed effects in this final model significantly improved model fit according to a likelihood ratio test. The estimates for the fitted parameters of the fixed effects for this model are displayed in Table III. The mixed-effects model indicated that the within-category distance increased slowly over time (main effect of step), with the distances between exemplars of the unlabeled category being larger than the distances between exemplars of the labeled category (main effect of condition), and with distances in the unlabeled category growing more slowly than in the labeled category, after a quicker start (step-by-condition interaction). Thus, the presence of a label associated with a category in our LaF model caused exemplars of this category to be represented more closely together, and to be differentiated more slowly than in the unlabeled category.
D. Discussion
In Experiment 2 we extended our LaF model, which captured the empirical data from Twomey and Westermann [8] in Experiment 1, to a situation simulating infants' learning about object categories. The model predicted similar looking time patterns compared to those observed with single objects; that is, that infants should look longer, in silence, at exemplars that belong to a category for which they know a label.
Examination of the LaF network's hidden representations revealed that the labeled category was more compact than the unlabeled category, making labeled exemplars appear more similar to each other than unlabeled exemplars. The model nonetheless learned to discriminate different exemplars of a same category, making the distance between exemplars increase over time. The prediction that increased similarity between exemplars of a category may be seen together with longer looking times is intriguing. The reduced distances between exemplars of the labeled category in the model suggest that exemplars should be perceived as more similar to each other than those of the unlabeled category. If so, a new exemplar of this labeled category may be perceived as less novel than a new exemplar of the unlabeled category, leading to longer looking times to the latter. In contrast, however, the model predicts longer looking towards the previously labeled category exemplar, despite the reduced distance in internal representations. Our interpretation of this counterintuitive result is that, despite the labeled category being more compact, the surprise effect of seeing an exemplar of this category without a label is still stronger than the facilitatory effect of a reduced distance in representational space.
Notably, Westermann and Mareschal (W&M, [3] ) used a CR model to address a related issue, specifically the effect of labeling on children's longer-term category learning. In their model they found reduced looking times to novel category exemplars for which a label was known compared to those with an unknown label. The predictions made by our LaF model in Experiment 2 therefore diverge from those of W&M: although the LaF model, like W&M, predicted that a category label reduces within-category distance in mental representations, it predicted higher instead of lower looking times for novel labelknown category exemplars.
The reason for this difference likely relates to differences in stimuli and training between W&M's model and the current simulations. Specifically, W&M aimed more broadly to model the transition from prelinguistic to language based processing in infant development. W&M provided their model with a relatively rich background knowledge of 208 exemplars drawn from 26 real-world basic level categories from four superordinate categories that were encoded through 18 meaningful features (geometry, object characteristics). In their simulation of label effects on object familiarization, the model first received background training on 202 objects from all 26 categories, including two rabbits. In the no-label condition no objects were labeled, and in the label condition encountered objects were labeled half the time (accounting for the fact that objects are not reliably labeled at every instance in which infants experience them). Then, the models were familiarized on 6 novel rabbits. Under these circumstances, W&M found that the label model familiarized faster to these stimuli than the no-label model.
In contrast, here we aimed to predict a controlled lab experiment, which involves less naturalistic situations and stimuli, with a single age group. Thus our current model learned only two categories and saw a single test stimulus for each. During background training, objects from one of the categories were always labeled and objects from the other category were never labeled. Conversely, W&M's categories were perceptually very broad, and overlapped with other categories. The introduction of labels in this environment warped the representational space so that overlapping representations became separated in accordance with the labels. In the simulations reported here, however, the two categories were tight and non-overlapping, so that the effects of labels were far more subtle. It is possible that the categories considered here are not sufficiently rich and variable for the label to become detached from each object's featural representation across learning. Indeed, our categories are made of a handful of exemplars each, with a limited number of features with low variability defining their belonging to a category, which contrasts with real-world categories defined by more, and more variable features.
Finally, it may be the case that the effect of the label on infants' category representations varies with age, perhaps developing from a labels-as-features representation to a compound-representations mechanism over time [34] . From this perspective, our model may simulate an earlier developmental stage (and mechanism), than W&M. It is indeed possible that infants first perceive labels as object features and form categories purely on a similarity basis, then slowly learn that labels are highly reliable predictors of category membership, even for less perceptually similar objects (e.g. "furniture", "animals", or "toys") [3] , [34] . Empirical studies with infants are currently underway to address this issue.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current simulations demonstrate that a labels-asfeatures account can explain empirical looking time data from 10-month-old infants pre-trained with one labeled and one unlabeled 3D object. Further, the LaF model predicted that when trained with labeled and unlabeled simple categories of objects, infants would exhibit longer looking times to a novel exemplar of the previously labeled category presented in silence. Testing this prediction experimentally is crucial; if confirmed, it would shed new light on categorization studies in infants, stressing that the same mechanisms (here compacting the representation of a category) might lead to very different, or even opposite behavioral results depending on the nature and structure of stimuli used.
It is important to note that other computational work has explored the effect of labeling on object representations in infants. Gliozzi and colleagues [11] used a self-organizing map (SOM; [40] ) architecture to capture empirical data from a categorization task with 10-month-old children. Given that labels are represented as units in SOMs in the same way as visual features, this model might capture Twomey and Westermann's [8] results for similar reasons to the success of the LaF model. However, the two networks make very different assumptions about learning mechanisms, highlighting an important issue for both infancy research and computational work. Gliozzi and colleagues' [11] model learns in an unsupervised way, strengthening associations between units in its SOM using "fire together, wire together" Hebbian learning.
In contrast, our model learns by comparing what it "sees" to what it "knows" and updating its representations in proportion to any discrepancy. Thus, the current results are compatible with an error-based learning account to development, in which infants learn by tracking mismatches between representation and environment [41] . Whether unsupervised learning, error based learning, or some combination of both drives early development is a profound theoretical issue outside the scope of the current paper; for now, we highlight the importance of bearing in mind the link between the technical assumptions of a computational model and the implications for (developmental) theory.
In an era of increasing enthusiasm for complex, deep neural networks capable of learning to represent and label images, play (video) games, and many other tasks, it is important to show that simplicity in modeling can be a distinct strength. In particular, the simplicity of the architectures presented here produces a more transparent and interpretable mechanism than a network with many hidden layers. There would, however, be an obvious interest in the future in scaling up our work to increasingly complex -and therefore realistic -learning environments, ultimately taking our model from the "friendly nursery" of our controlled setup and inputs into the real world. One important question is, for example, if a labelsas-features network would naturally evolve to give less and less importance to the input labels, effectively becoming a compound-representations model on the basis of experience with the world. This would support the hypothesis that infants learn through experience that labels are features with a higher predictive value for categorization, and therefore stop experiencing them as input features of object but learn to recall labels when presented with exemplar of known categories.
Finally, our simulations focused on two theories of the effect of labeling on category formation, but did not address the labels-as-symbols theory [1] . This theory assumes that labels are qualitatively different from other object features, and act in a symbolic way to directly shift the attentional focus towards diagnostic features that define a category. It is unclear how this theory could be implemented within the current framework, as our models do not have an explicit attentional component, and the very mechanism by which labels would highlight common features is not clearly defined in the theoretical account. Additional work is needed, on the one hand to define the precise mechanisms underlying this labels-as-symbols theory, and on the other hand to translate them into a computational model that can be tested and evaluated rigorously.
Taken together with Twomey and Westermann [8] , however, the current work demonstrates how language can shape object representation and in this way, explain empirical results in infancy research.
